Selected Resources on
STEWARDSHIP for
CHILDREN & YOUTH
BK NXX 002
GIVING FAMILY, THE: RAISING OUR CHILDREN TO HELP OTHERS
Author: Susan Crites Price
Offers parents dozens of simple family activities to teach children of any age how to give of their time, their talents and their money to
people and causes they care about. Recounts inspiring stories of children whose families have made giving to others a family value.

BK NXX 022
GROWING UP GENEROUS: ENGAGING YOUTH IN GIVING & SERVING
Author: Eugene Roehlepartain, Elanah Naftali, Laura Musegades
Based on a two-year project of the Search Institute, a discussion of what is happening, and what could happen, in congregations that
cultivate in young people a deep and lasting commitment to giving and service.

BK NXX 029
CHILDREN & MONEY: A GUIDE FOR PARENTS
Author: Carol A. Wehrheim
This exploration of Christian stewardship, as a matter of lifestyle, gives age-appropriate suggestions for parents and children (ages 312), to understand together the role of money and possessions in the Christian life. There are guidelines for decisions about allowances
and suggestions for simplifying lifestyles.

BK NXX 038
GIVING TOGETHER: A STEWARDSHIP GUIDE FOR FAMILIES
Author: Carol A. Wehrheim
To help families better understand the importance of stewardship: in the family, congregations, community, and world. Reminding us
that stewardship is about much more than money, the author illustrates a more holistic understanding of the concept to include careful
consideration of the choices we make that show the role Christian discipleship plays in our lives.

CU NCX 001

UNWRAPPING GOD’S GIFTS: STEWARDSHIP FOR CHILDREN &
YOUTH

A notebook with lessons on ten different dimensions of stewardship with emphasis on stewardship as our faithful response to God for
God’s goodness to us.

CU NCX 002
STU BEAR PACKET
Author:
PC(USA)
A packet of materials for leaders, a storybook, coloring poster with stickers, and a sing-along cassette based on a story of a stuffed bear
found in the nursery. With Stu Bear, children learn that stewardship means helping, caring and sharing.

CU NXX 003
CHOICES: LIVING AND LEARNING IN GOD’S WORLD
Author: PC(USA)
A youth stewardship education packet built around eight themes that explore the full meaning of stewardship as a life of discipleship.
Includes study sessions, a game, and a daily journal. Themes are: choices, creation, community, gifts & talents, body/mind/spirit, time
money and spiritual life.

VT NXX 012

EVER EXPANDING CIRCLES: STEWARDSHIP CURRICULUM FOR YOUTH

This video curriculum has been developed to help young people, ages 10-14, gain a greater understanding of the biblical concept of
stewardship and how it affects their everyday lives. Different aspects of stewardship presented are self-esteem, relationships, money,
ecology, and mission. 5 segments with guide.

